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Abstract 
This paper is intended to undertake a general review of the
economic and financial developments in the 1990s in Japan
and to clarify evolutionary changes in the nature of Japan’s
non-performing loans. For future prospects it refers to the
changing environments, which have led to the dissipating
effectiveness of traditional public policies, emphasizing the
importance of shifting swiftly toward self-reliance away from
public-policy reliance.
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“--- the (Japanese) financial sector remains in a
precarious condition, with considerable exposure to
market risk. --- Any of these outcomes (falling stock
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prices, rising interest rates, etc) could spur a further
retrenchment by banks of lending in domestic and
overseas markets, with possible spillovers to other
markets. It could also increase the risk that banks and
insurance companies would unwind their equity and
JGB portfolios in a disorderly fashion, raising the risk of
sharp price movements and turbulence in Japanese
financial markets.”??????????????
????????????????????????
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? ? ? ? “(isolation) fear keeps the country on a
treadmill unable to look up and take pleasure in its
success.” ?????????????????????
??? ???? ? ? ??? ? ? ? ? ??“in some
danger of breaking down since the collapse in 1990 of
real-estate and stock prices---with effects that threaten to
leave lasting trauma.” ????????????????
??????????????????“the likelihood
of achieving it (reform) in timely and satisfactory
fashion is remote. The public everywhere has become
cynical, not to say angry, negative with regard to the
incumbents in office, but less than optimistic about
success in correcting the deficiencies of the system of
possible replacements. Conservatives condemn
bureaucrats and politicians for government failure,
without noticeable attempts to relate to market failures
that called for government action.”??????????
?????????????????????????
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